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The objective of the current study was to develop methods for estimating the height and horizontal cov-
erage of the forest understorey using airborne Lidar data in three managed pine plantation forest typical
of the south eastern USA. The current project demonstrates a two-step approach applied automatically
across a given study site extent. The first operation divided the study site extent into a regularly spaced
grid (25 � 25 m) and identified the potential height range of the main Loblolly pine canopy layer for each
grid-cell through aggregating Lidar return height measurements into a ‘stack’ of vertical height bins
describing the frequency of returns by height. Once height bins were created, the resulting vertical dis-
tributions were smoothed with a regression curve line function and the main canopy vertical layer was
identified through the detection of local maxima and minima. The second operation sub-divided the 25
� 25 m grid-cell into 1 � 1 m horizontal grid, for which height-bin stacks were created for each cell.
Vertical features below the main canopy were then identified at this scale in the same manner as in
the previous step, and classified as understorey features if they were lower in height than the 25 � 25
m estimate of the main canopy layer. The heights of the tallest understorey and sub-canopy layers were
kept, and used to produce a rasterized map of the understorey layer height at the 1 � 1 m scale. Lidar
derived estimates of the 25 � 25 m lowest vertical extent of the coniferous canopy correlated highly with
field data (R2 0.87; RMSE 2.1 m). Estimates of understorey horizontal cover ranged from R2 0.80 to 0.90
(RMSE 6.6–11.7%), and maximum understorey layer height ranged from R2 0.69 to 0.80 (RMSE 1.6–3.4 m)
for the three study sites. The automated method deployed within the current study proved sufficient in
determining the presence and absence of vegetation and artificial structures within the understorey por-
tion of the current forest context, in addition to height and horizontal cover to a reasonable accuracy.
Issues were encountered within older stands (e.g. more than 30 years old) where understorey deciduous
vegetation layers intersected with the coniferous canopy layer, resulting in an underestimation of sub-
dominant heights.
� 2017 International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, Inc. (ISPRS). Published by Elsevier

B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The three-dimensional structure of forest environments plays
an important role in ecosystem function. Such roles include influ-
encing the micro-climate, habitat and forage for wildlife, nutrient
cycling, fire behavior and light availability (Falkowski et al.,
2009; Leagare et al., 2002). These structures can vary from
relatively simple single-story canopies to more complex multi-
story canopies which may be divided into different horizontal
and vertical components and extents.

In recent years, the retrieval of forest structural attributes
across a landscape have been advanced considerably following
the development of airborne remote sensing technologies, in par-
ticular discrete return Light Detection and Ranging (Lidar) (Lim
et al., 2003a). Airborne Lidar can characterize both horizontal and
vertical structures within forested environments, in the case of
small-footprint systems providing high point densities. The use
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of Lidar has rapidly come into prominence in estimating forest bio-
physical characteristics, such as canopy height, basal area, timber
volume, and biomass (Evans et al., 2009), frequently through the
use of statistical methods using metrics related to the return verti-
cal distribution and intensity of Lidar returns (Anderson et al.,
2008; Lefsky et al., 2002; Lim et al., 2003a,b; Maltamo et al.,
2005; Næsset, 2002).

The forest understorey layer comprises plant life growing
beneath the forest canopy. The understorey typically consists of
trees stunted through lack of light, other small trees with low light
requirements, saplings, shrubs, vines and undergrowth. Recent
studies employing Lidar data have defined understorey vegetation
as all the woody vegetation in this strata, or suppressed trees (e.g.
Hill and Broughton, 2009; Maltamo et al, 2005; Riaño et al., 2003).

The understorey layer in particular can influence overstorey
species, growth increment and structural characteristics over time.
Understorey vegetation cover has been used for wildlife habitat,
fire fuel load and behavior characterization, and understanding for-
est competition dynamics (Chen et al., 2008). The sampling of for-
est understorey layers through field based inventory can be both
costly and laborious, especially over large area and complex ter-
rain. As a result field inventory may be limited in terms of sam-
pling a sufficient variety of land cover types. The estimation and
prediction of understorey vegetation cover using models derived
from field-derived explanatory variables has proven to be difficult
(e.g. Eskelson et al., 2011; Kerns and Ohmann, 2004).

For many commercial forestry applications the understorey is
routinely cleared. This is typically determined through field assess-
ment or the application of chemical or mechanical removal treat-
ments, which represents a significant investment in time when
employed in large commercial forests. Understorey vegetation
influences availability of nutrients within a region, and represents
a flow of resources away from the commercially valuable trees,
which results in lower productivity (Albaugh et al., 2012). The abil-
ity to estimate the presence of competing vegetation beneath the
dominant canopy continuously over large spatial extents would
therefore be of benefit. One such application could be the identifi-
cation of understorey locations and tasking field teams to remove
vegetation in specific locations.

Given airborne Lidar’s ability to penetrate through the forest
canopy and return from the lower vegetated elements and ground
(e.g. Pesonen et al., 2008), there is the potential to estimate or infer
the presence and characteristics of discrete vertical vegetation lay-
ers. This process is dependent on suitable relationships being
determined between the Lidar returns and the physical character-
istics of interest. For example, Hill and Broughton (2009) demon-
strated it was possible to estimate understorey vegetation
presence in closed deciduous woodland by using two separate
Lidar acquisitions collected under leaf-on and leaf-off conditions.
Martinuzzi et al. (2009) estimated the presence and absence of
deciduous understorey vegetation cover in temperate conifer for-
est. Wing et al. (2012) predicted understorey vegetation cover
(including shrubs and seedlings) for coniferous forest by filtering
Lidar returns in a specified vertical range by intensity value and
combining this with the number of relative ground returns. The
method used in Morsdorf et al. (2010) used Lidar derived height
and intensity data to predict vertical layer information in a number
of Mediterranean forest environments. Singh et al. (2015) esti-
mated the presence of an invasive understorey species in mixed
forest through statistical modelling.

Whilst Lidar derived statistical analysis, such as linear regres-
sion, have found relationships between dependent and indepen-
dent variables for many examples of forest inventory metrics,
each model is calibrated and validated against local field data. Typ-
ically, these Lidar metrics are derived from the distribution of
return heights, or intensity, such as the mean height of all returns,
for a discrete or plot-level vertical or horizontal extent. The high
dimensionality of potential Lidar derived metrics and often large
volumes of the Lidar datasets presents a number of problems to
be overcome when considering their use in statistical models.
Issues such as the idiosyncrasies of individual lidar acquisitions,
site-specific relationships and multicollinearity make the process
of variable selection and choice of an appropriate analysis spatial
scale critical (e.g. Andersen et al., 2005; Mascaro et al. 2011). These
metrics have been used alone or combined in linear or nonlinear
models (e.g. Lim et al., 2003a). The Lidar metrics selected for these
statistical models reported in many of these studies often lack
commonalities, and due to the effects of different Lidar acquisition
parameters (Næsset, 2009), temporal separation between the col-
lection of remote sensing and field data collection used for model
calibration (e.g. Villikka et al., 2012), and/or calibration for a speci-
fic forest type or spatial context (e.g. Sumnall et al., 2016a) can lead
to doubt over the transferability of such models to different con-
texts. In addition, for a specific application there often exists an
optimal spatial scale that may not be valid to other applications
(Marceau et al., 1994). Studies have also shown, however, that
assessments of understorey vegetation with Lidar is less accurate
under dense tree canopies due to the lower proportion of Lidar
returns reaching the lower forest strata (Maltamo et al., 2005;
Bork and Su, 2007).

A number of authors have attempted to derive relationships
with field measurements based upon the vertical arraignment of
the Lidar returns. Lidar returns can be classified vertically in speci-
fic height ranges, also knowns as ‘‘bins” or volumetric pixels (vox-
els). Each voxel element will contain a single value for the Lidar
returns located within the set three-dimensional extent, such as
the number of returns, or the average intensity value of returns
(e.g. Chasmer et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2004; Popescu and Zhao
2008; Wang et al., 2008). A statistical curve function can be fit to
the values of each of the voxels in a vertical column (i.e. those
which are vertically sequential) to allow vertical features to be
inferred as features along this line (e.g. a bell-shaped curve). The
height-bin based approaches have commonly been applied to esti-
mate the characteristics of the dominant canopy layers at plot-
level scales, however a number have focused on the characteriza-
tion of features beneath the canopy. The research presented in
Wang et al (2008) implemented an initial curve-fitting approach
to determine the vertical extents of the dominant and sub-
dominant vegetation layers, and a three-dimensional segmenta-
tion approach to delineate individual tree objects. The method
developed in Lee and Lucas (2007), calculated the likelihood of
laser pulses penetrating through the canopy to the ground based
upon the relative number of populated voxels vertically. Both
canopy and suppressed trees could then be delineated. The work
published in Jaskierniak et al. (2011) utilized plot-level voxels
and mixture modelling to separate the over- and under-story com-
ponents of multi-layered Eucalyptus forest.

While the afore mentioned studies suggest a great potential for
the use of discrete return Lidar in forest analysis, however, the pre-
diction of understorey components presents a number of chal-
lenges, where successful predictions and spatial analysis scale are
dependent on the underlying dataset. Voxel-analysis approaches
to identifying vertical features does not implicitly rely on a regres-
sion relationship and could be transferable to other contexts in a
manner regression models may be inappropriate for. Thus, the cur-
rent approach will evaluate the capacity for the potential features
detected within the Lidar point cloud to be related to those fea-
tures located in the field using general assumptions of forest verti-
cal architecture and its interaction with the distribution of Lidar
returns. With a particular focus on providing support information
to forest managers on the locations of competing vegetation,
the overall goal of the current study was to develop new
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representations of lidar data for estimating both the vertical the
horizontal vegetation coverage and height of understorey or sub-
dominant forest layer height at a small spatial scale (e.g. � 1 � 1
m), using airborne discrete-return Lidar in highly managed conifer-
ous plantation woodland settings typical of the south-eastern Uni-
ted States of America. One of these locations also included artificial
structures set up underneath the pine canopy with the dimensions
and spatial location being known. Accurate estimation of these
artificial structures using the Lidar will help demonstrate the
potential of such an approach to estimate the characteristics of
below canopy objects. Thus, the more specific objectives of this
study are:

1. To determine the potential of fitting statistical curve functions
to small horizontal scale (e.g. � 1 � 1 m) height bins to provide
estimates of understorey height;

2. To explore the ability of applying the curve-fitting approach
across the wider forested environment in order to estimate
understorey vegetation cover; and

3. To test the applicability of the developed method to a number
of study site locations.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study site areas

Three study site locations were visited in Virginia, USA,
between August 20th and September 2nd 2014. The three sites
were established and maintained in support of research studies
investigating the role of intensive management in optimizing
Loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) production and covered a range of for-
est plantation characteristics (stem densities, canopy closure, and
tree heights). These locations were chosen as they represented a
range of possible forest structures likely to be encountered in oper-
ational forestry in relatively close proximity to one another. In
addition to known locations of both understorey removal and
unmanaged areas. The plantations included in the current study
are within a period of stand development either approaching the
economically optimum rotation age, or have reached at least our
definition of maturity (although still below the physiological matu-
rity of the Loblolly pine species). Each of the study sites is summa-
rized in the following, whilst Table 1 describes the number of field
plots installed and stand ages:

� The first study site was established in the Buckingham-
Appomattox state forest (Appomattox). Field plot locations
were established in two forest stands which were of age
12–17 years old. The younger stand contained artificial struc-
Table 1
Summary of field. *Four sites were removed from this stand due to GPS location errors.

Site name Coordinates Stand
no.

No. plots
installed

Stand ag
(years)

Buckingham-appomattox
state forest (appomattox)

37� 260 3200 N 1 7 12
78� 390 4300 W 2 18* 17

Kennedy Tree farm (Kennedy) 37� 340 6000 N 1 15 16
78� 260 4800 W

2 3 16
3 7 31

Reynolds Homestead (Reynolds) 36� 380 3800 N 1 8 12
80� 080 5800 W 2 8 30

3 4 15

4 10 35
tures below the canopy for an ongoing research project testing
the long-term exclusion of rainfall, and save for the aforemen-
tioned apparatus were cleared of understorey. The remaining
stand contained study areas of differing fertilization and thin-
ning treatments, resulting in variations in stem densities and
canopy closure. Field plots were established in area with and
without understorey management.

� The second study site within the Kennedy Tree farm (Kennedy),
elements of which were part of a fertilizer and planting density
study which was subject to ongoing understorey removal. Addi-
tional plots were established in areas surrounding this stand,
which was the same age, and not subject to understorey control,
and which had recently been thinned (early August 2014). The
final stand was an overstocked 31 year old stand with a well-
established deciduous mid-story.

� The third site was located at Reynolds Homestead (Reynolds).
This site contains a number of ongoing research trials involving
planting density, thinning and fertilizer activities over three
stands visited and one ornamental stand. The age ranged from
12 for two stands and to 30–35 years old for the remaining
stands. Some areas in each stand were subject to understorey
control.

2.2. Field data

For the purposes of this study all vegetation, or suppressed
trees, beneath the main Loblolly pine canopy are considered as
understorey. Vegetation within this portion of the vertical struc-
ture could be considered as potential competition, which would
influence the nutrient budget of a given site (Albaugh et al.,
2012). The vast majority of understorey tree species encountered
within the study site locations visited were deciduous species, only
a small number of coniferous sapling individuals were encoun-
tered. Broadleaved species encountered typically corresponded
to, but were not limited to, White oak (Quercus alba), Pin oak (Quer-
cus palustris), Sweet gum (Liquidambar styraciflua), Red maple (Acer
rubrum) and Blackberry (Rubus allegheniensis). Vascular plant and
shrub species were typically small (�20 cm height) and were not
included.

Field plots were established to sample a variety of understorey
densities, coverage and heights, and plots containing no under-
storey at all. All plots established were north orientated and 25
� 25 m (625 m2) in size. Approximately half were installed in loca-
tions where there was compete understorey control. Individual
field plots were located through an average of handheld GPS (Trim-
ble Juno 3) measurements over ten minutes. For all but four of the
plot locations horizontal error was estimated to be less than 4 m.
e Description

Site contained rainfall exclusion trial
Site of study examining the effects of fertilization and thinning in mid-
rotation stands
A fertilizer and planting density trial, subject to complete understorey
control
A recently thinned stand (two months prior), no understorey control
Overstocked stand with significant broadleaved competition
Site of a fertilizer application trial, partial understorey control
Ornamental stand
Test site for silvivultural management on four different conifer species
Lolbolly pine, shortleaf pine (Pinus echinata), Virginia pine (Pinus virginiana)
and white pine (Pinus strobus)
Site used for both thinning and fertilizer application tests, some areas
subject to understorey control



Table 2
Summary of field measurements of HTLC and understorey heights. For height metrics, plots with 0% cover were ignored.

Study site Stand Plots with
under-storey (%)

Mean canopy
height (m)

Mean HTLC
(m)

Under-storey
cover (%) range

Mean
under-storey
height (m)

Minimum
under.
height (m)

Maximum
under.
height (m)

Appomattox 1 66.6 13.63 4.9 27.1 2.1 1.0 4.7
2 54.2 18.36 8.1 19.2 3.8 1.0 8.7

Kennedy 1 0.0 17.19 8.7 3.0 2.5 1.0 6.0
2 100 17.13 7.0 31.7 4.9 2.1 9.0
3 100 21.69 10.8 38.6 8.5 3.5 13.8

Reynolds 1 25 14.0 4.8 7.5 1.5 0.0 3.0
2 50 30.23 14.1 42.5 4.4 1.0 13.5
3 50 15.95 0.5 10.0 1.4 0.5 3.0
4 50 27.28 15.0 33.0 4.7 0.2 16.0
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Measurement of the top of the Loblolly pine forest canopy,
height to the living crown (HTLC) (or first live branch) for Loblolly
pine, and the height of the understorey vegetation (trees, saplings,
shrubs and undergrowth) within each plot extent was recorded
initially for features in proximity to the plot centre and for five
additional semi-random locations determined by throwing a mar-
ker into the plot from outside. If a marker was within 4 m of
another, the markers was moved to make sure there was a mini-
mum distance between sample points. The tallest understorey
heights within 1.5 m of the marker were recorded. All heights were
recorded using a clinometer.

Estimates of horizontal understorey layer cover (>20 cm above
ground) were made visually. Cover here is defined as a measure
of the amount of ground shaded by the entire plant, including
leaves and stems. An estimate the total horizontal aerial cover of
vegetation intersecting with each sample point location was calcu-
lated. Assessments of cover were made by using a spherical densit-
ometer at ground level and if possible above the understorey layer.
Judgements were made to estimate the proportion of the vegeta-
tion which corresponded to the understorey and broadleaved ele-
ments visible on the densitometer at five positions on and at 2 m
distance from the marker (centre, north, east, south and west).
The plot estimate was the mean of the six sample locations. This
method was performed for all plots with the exception of two plots
located at the Appomattox site due to the presence of artificial
structures. Sites with artificial structures were included as the size
and spatial orientation of the objects under the canopy were well
known, and therefore should provide a useful quantitative bench-
mark. These structures were set up in seven locations within the
study site (only two of which intersected with a field plot location),
and were designed to exclude approximately 30% of the through-
fall of rain. Each of these structures was 1 m high, 1.5 m wide,
30 m long and arraigned in rows of nine. The horizontal cover
was calculated based upon the proportion of these structures inter-
secting with the plot extent. Measurements of height were made
through trigonometry calculations using measuring tape distance
and clinometer angle. Heights were recorded in meters. Table 2
summarizes these values by the three site locations. Four field
plots had to be removed from further analysis steps due to GPS
errors in the Appomattox site.

As an indicator of the amount of vegetation at a given site Leaf
Area Index (LAI) data was assessed using a LiCOR LAI-2200 Plant
Canopy Analyzer during the dates of the 20th August to the 2nd
September in 2014. Above-canopy readings were recorded remo-
tely every 10 seconds in a clearing adjacent to the stand when
below canopy measurements were taken. Additional above canopy
measurement were taken every hour utilizing a light diffusion
attachment for scattering correction, employing the light scatter-
ing correction (following the model presented in Kobayashi et al.,
2013). The measurements beneath the canopy were made at a
height of 1 m above ground, regardless of the presence of under-
storey. Measurements were taken during clear sky conditions
throughout the day. A total of 20 sample points were evenly dis-
tributed across two transects, east to west, and north to south,
intersecting at the plot centre. Ring number 5 measurements were
masked to reduce error introduced by the stem and branches of the
coniferous trees. Table 3 summarizes the LAI values by stand.

A subset of 24 field plot locations were selected from each of the
three study sites and each of the stands present for reference pur-
poses when developing the following Lidar analysis method. These
included plots with and without understorey vegetation, a total of
eight and sixteen respectively, in order to ensure a range of struc-
tural types were included. For the two Appomattox stands, three
plots were chosen from stand one, and three were chosen from
stand two. For Kennedy, three plots were selected for stand one,
a single plot for stand two, and two plots located within stand
three. At Reynolds, four plots were selected in both stands one
and two, only two in both stand three and four. The developed
method would then be evaluated for all of the plot locations.

2.3. Lidar data

Discrete return airborne Lidar data was provided in LAS file for-
mat (version 1.2). The Lidar data was acquired for the three study
sites in mid-August 2014 (peak-leaf area) using a Leica ALS50
Phase-II scanning laser system mounted on a fixed wing aircraft.
The aircraft was flown at an altitude of 1.9 km above ground level,
following topography, with an average air speed of 150 kts. Data
was acquired with a 50% flight-line overlap and a sensor scan angle
of 15� from nadir. On-ground laser beam diameter was approxi-
mately 40 cm. An average of five laser pulses was achieved per
square meter, which due to the overlap resulted in an overall point
density of approximately 10 pulses per square meter. Vertical
accuracy was estimated to be 0.037 m RMSE when assessed
against field recorded differential GPS measurements.

A number of pre-processing steps were required before metrics
could be derived from the Lidar data for analysis. All of these steps
were performed using the RSC Lastools software (https://code.goo-
gle.com/p/rsclastools/) (Armston, 2014). The classification of
ground returns utilized a progressive morphological filter as out-
lined in Zhang et al. (2003). Above ground heights were calculated
by subtracting the corresponding ground point heights, interpo-
lated into a surface (nearest neighbour method), from the original
(unclassified) dataset. Above ground height Lidar metrics were
then calculated.

Those Lidar returns less than 0.2 m above ground were consid-
ered to be from the ground and were removed from subsequent
analysis steps.

2.4. Creation of Lidar height bins

The basic concept behind estimating the heights of vegetation
layers from the frequency of returns within height bins in a vertical
profile is to detect the position where the frequency of returns

https://code.google.com/p/rsclastools/
https://code.google.com/p/rsclastools/


Table 3
A summary of Leaf Area Index values by stand, stratified by plots with and without understorey. Values for Kennedy were combined due to stand 1 containing only plots with no
understorey, and stand 2 and 3 only containing plots with understorey.

No understorey present Understorey present

Study site Stand Mean LAI Standard deviation LAI Mean LAI Standard deviation LAI

Appomattox 1 2.71 0.03 3.91 0.22
2 3.14 0.49 4.35 0.36

Kennedy 1 + 2 + 3 3.50 0.37 4.24 1.23
Reynolds 1 4.05 0.12 4.13 0.22

2 3.75 0.22 4.67 0.29
3 5.38 0.76 6.14 1.50
4 3.86 0.26 5.34 0.80
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drops abruptly below larger number of returns. Such a technique is
dependent on the ‘shape’ or distribution of return frequencies
stratified by height. According to Magnussen and Boudewyn
(1998), Lidar returns within the tree crown mimic sampling with
probability proportional to the projected tree crown sizes. Within
their study, an estimated 50% of Lidar returns hitting the canopy
in a plot are presumably at or above a height that coincides with
the height of median leaf area. What follows is a description of
how the drop in return frequency of the vertical profile is detected.

In a similar manner to the method outlined in Hudak et al.
(2009), height bins were generated as multi-band raster layers of
1 m height and 1 x 1 m horizontal dimensions (i.e. 1 � 1 � 1 m
voxels) from the Lidar data. A relatively small horizontal scale
was selected in an attempt to characterize smaller features. Height
bin layers were generated from 0.2 to 40 m (i.e. 0.2-1, 1-2. . .39-40
m). Within each voxel the number of Lidar returns within were
summed.

A procedure was than implemented in in the R software (R Core
Team, 2016) utilizing the Raster (Hijmans and Etten, 2012), SP
(Pebesma and Bivand, 2005; Bivand et al., 2013), RGDAL (Bivand
et al., 2014) and ffbase (Jonge et al., 2013) packages to read in all
of the 40 height-bin raster layers. For each of the individual
multi-band raster cells in the tiled subsets, the height bin layer
information was converted into tabular format rows. Where each
row contained the X and Y location from the centre of the raster
cell and the column of height bin return frequency data for this
location, stored sequentially from the lowest bin 0.2–1 m to the
largest bin 39–40 m.
2.5. Estimation of overstorey layer characteristics

The objective of the current study posed a number of problems
for the detection of features beneath the main forest canopy at
small scales (1 � 1 m), and the lack of knowledge of what surfaces
Lidar returns will be from. If, for example, the 1x1m extent inter-
sects with multiple vertical elements (e.g. branches of different
height) of the same tree, or overlapping neighbouring crowns,
resulting in multiple peaks being detected. This phenomena
appears less prevalent when considering larger horizontal areas
as these multiple features are aggregated together, i.e. at the plot
level when considering the estimation of HTLC. Therefore, each of
the study site extents was sub-divided into a 25 � 25 m grid in a
similar manner to that presented in Wang et al. (2008). Each of
the 1 � 1 m voxel stacks intersecting each grid cell extent was
aggregated into a single 25 � 25 m column with 1 m vertical bins
of the Lidar return frequency. A modified approach to that pre-
sented in Sumnall et al. (2016b) was implemented in order to esti-
mate the position of the dominant and co-dominant canopy
vertical layer component(s) for each of the stacks.

An automated method of stratifying layer features from the ver-
tical profile for each voxel-column was developed. A Nadaraya–
Watson kernel regression (Bierens, 1994) was fit to the distribution
voxel return frequency values.

The kernel regression approach functions by forming a locally
weighted average of the binned return frequency values from the
current bin height and those neighbouring above and below. The
number of values included in the weighted value calculation from
above or below is determined by the kernel size or bandwidth. A
bandwidth size of three was set (i.e. an average of three sequential
1 m bins) to smooth the vertical profile line, which proved suffi-
cient to capture the distribution of bin values for the reference plot
sites.

Vertical layers were then delineated through the detection of
local maxima and minima from the fitted regression line. Bins in
which no returns were recorded are automatically considered min-
ima locations. The minima detected above and below a maxima
formed the basis of estimating layer height position information.
Thus, the dominant canopy layer was defined as that which was
above one third of the largest Lidar return height within a given
25 � 25 m extent and which had the largest maxima (i.e. the lar-
gest number of Lidar returns at the layer approximate ‘middle’
point), as in Sumnall et al. (2016b).

As used in Sumnall et al. (2016b) a procedure was implemented
to account for potential underestimation of HTLC. If the canopy top
height was greater than 15 m tall and the separation between
canopy maxima and the minima beneath it was greater than 6 m,
a test was applied to the smoothed profile line to check for the
potential of overlapping layers. The process attempted to find the
point of the largest curvature along the smoothed line. The
smoothed values after the minima and before maxima were subset,
with values closest (within ±10% of the difference in height
between the maxima and minima) to the respective start and
end being removed as to remove the larger curvature at these posi-
tions. A linearly increasing straight line model was calculated from
the start and end frequency values in the smoothed subset at con-
sistent heights. The difference in smoothed return frequency and
the linear model values was calculated. A new layer was inferred
if the largest difference was larger than 1.5 times the median
smoothed return frequency value difference. The general process
is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The result of this process was the estimation of the Height to
the Living Crown (HTLC) rounded to the nearest whole meter, for
the layer identified as the dominant canopy in every 25 � 25 m cell
across the study site extent. This HTLC estimate was utilized in the
subsequent processing steps. In addition, the HTLC could also be
mapped across the study site.

2.6. Estimation of understorey components

The following method utilized the Lidar point data and field
data as reference for the selected plots only as a means of develop-
ing the current approach. A modified method to that presented
above (Section 2.5) was implemented at a much smaller scale in



Fig. 1. Graph of a fitted function applied to the 0.2 m frequency of returns by height used in Sumnall et al. (2016b). Maxima and minima are detected (a), and the potential
correction is applied (b) showing the method of estimates of HTLC. When a sufficient change in the curve slope is detected a new layer break is created.
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order to estimate the height and horizontal extent of understorey
components. More specifically, a function was fit to the vertical fre-
quency of LiDAR returns of each 1 m height bin column with a hor-
izontal extent of 1 � 1 m within the study site extent, and height
layers inferred, as before. The following describes the processing
steps implemented in order to estimate the presence and spatial
location of the understorey components.

An initial condition which needed to be satisfied was that more
than one voxel within a 1 � 1 m column contained a value, i.e.
there is some Lidar-returns above ground level. If this condition
was not met the following processes were not implemented and
the voxel-column skipped.

As before a Nadaraya–Watson kernel regression was fit to the
distribution voxel vertical return frequency values at the 1 � 1 m
(horizontal) scale. A bandwidth of three was set (i.e. an average
of three sequential 1 m bins) to smooth the vertical profile line.
As before the choice of bandwidth was determined in reference
to the reference field plot locations, and which produced the high-
est correspondence to features at known locations and heights. As
at the plot scale, vertical layers were delineated through the detec-
tion of local maxima and minima from the fitted regression line.
Local maxima detection on the fitted curve is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Bins in which no returns were recorded were automatically consid-
ered minima locations, unless the bins both directly above and
below were populated (>0 returns), or the fitted-curve value for
that bin was equal to or above a value of one. The minima detected
above and below a maxima formed the basis of extracting layer
height information.

A conditional assessment was applied to assess whether a noise
filtering step should be applied to the voxel column data. This test
checked if the majority of the bins were populated, arbitrarily set
to �50%, and if so, to subtract the median return frequency value
from all bins with values above zero, or changing the binned value
to zero if it became a negative value. The layer detection approach
was then re-applied to the filtered data. This step was developed in
an effort to reduce the false detection of layer features in areas
where Lidar returns could be from the tree stem or dead-
branches at lower heights beneath the main canopy rather than
from an understorey layer, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The nature of
removing data from the analysis process may reduce the number
of returns from understorey components and therefore reduce
the potential for layer detection.

Given the small number of Lidar returns within a vertical col-
umn at the 1 � 1 m scale, and as seen in Fig. 2, it is difficult to infer
which peaks can be attributed to which vertical layer at a scale
smaller than an individual tree. The plot scale (25 � 25 m) esti-
mates of HTLC were therefore used for all 1 � 1 m columns inter-
secting within that grid cell to provide a likely threshold height
between over- and under-story features. Layer maxima detected
at the 1 � 1 m scale were then classified as over- or under-story
if the individual peak maxima height was above or below the plot
level height threshold, respectively. Those layer maxima classified
as overstorey were then removed.

The minima above the tallest classified understorey layer is
considered to be the understorey top height. This height value
was then modified to be the closest populated bin beneath this
minima height, if the minima was from a bin with zero returns.
A minima with zero returns represents an absence of returns
within that vertical region, therefore using that height would be
invalid. If there were no understorey height layers detected, under-
storey height was set to zero.

A final detection step is implemented if no understorey layers
are detected through the curve fitting process. Those 1 � 1 m vox-
els below the 4 m in height are iteratively checked for being pop-
ulated, beginning from the lowest to the highest bin value.
Understorey height for that voxel column is changed to the height
of the top bin with a return frequency of greater than one, and pro-
vided the value is above the set noise level when the noise-filter is
used.
2.7. Creation of an understorey height map

For each voxel column an estimate of the understorey layer
height was created. An output raster image was produced from
each of the voxel columns and then mosaicked to provide a 1 �
1 m resolution raster for each of the study site extents. No interpo-
lation or resampling of raster images was applied.



Fig. 2. Two examples of a fitted function applied to a 1 � 1 � 1 m voxel 20 m tall column in a field plot location with no understorey (left) and with understorey (right).

Fig. 3. The effects of a basic noise filtering process (1 � 1 � 1 m voxel 20 m tall column). The graph on the left depicts the raw return frequencies within a voxel column, in a
known spatial location of no understorey presence. Layers are falsely detected. The image on the right depicts the same voxel vertical profile after the noise removal
correction was applied.
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In order to reduce the effect of noise and the impact of poten-
tially misclassified cells a raster analysis procedure was imple-
mented. This process was intended to remove single cells or
‘spikes’ of larger heights when its neighbouring cell values were
all of significantly lower heights (e.g. a single cell of height above
6 m surrounded by eight cells of 0 m). The process consisted of
three operations: (i) a raster moving window search neighbour-
hood analysis (3 � 3 cells) to calculate cell neighbourhood means;
(ii) calculating a difference raster by subtracting the neighbour-
hood mean from the understorey height raster; and finally (iii)
conditionally replacing those raster cells in the understorey height
layer if the difference value was greater or equal to 3 m, with the
mean cell value.

Areas intersecting with field plot locations were then subset.
Estimates of the understorey layer maximum height were deter-
mined by the largest raster cell value for each instance. Estimates
of understorey horizontal cover were determined by the percent-
age proportion of cells with height values above 0 m. Due to the
noise filtering methods used in this analysis and the potential
exclusion of features the necessity of such approaches was tested.
The results for (i) not using any noise filtering and (ii) using the
noise filtering methods were assessed at the field plot scale.



Fig. 4. The correspondence of Lidar derived estimates of height to the living tree
crown (m) compared with field derived estimates. The solid line represents the
hypothetical one-to-one relationship, and the dashed line represents the fitted
linear model.
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2.8. Statistical analysis and validation

The correspondence between field measures and Lidar esti-
mates for validation for all plots will be assessed using the
following.

As a means of comparison a number of statistics were gener-
ated, a summary of which follows. First, whilst the LiDAR derived
estimates of field metrics were not based upon a regression model
within this project, a linear regression model was applied to the
predicted and field measured in order to explore the relationship.
Therefore, the coefficient of determination (or R2) was calculated
which is a number that indicates the proportion of the variance
in the Lidar estimated value from the field measurement.
Expressed as:

R2 ¼ 1
n

� �
�
P

xi � xð Þ � yi � yð Þ½ �
rx � ry
� �

( )2

ð1Þ

where n is the number of samples, xi is the x value for observation i,
x is the mean x value, yi is the y value for observation i, y is the mean
y value, rx is the standard deviation of x, and ry is the standard
deviation of y.

In order to examine the applicability of developed methods and
to assess the accuracy of predictions on out-of-sample observa-
tions a leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV) analysis was used
for the three metrics of interest (HTLC, understorey horizontal
cover and understorey layer top height). This process functions
as follows: A model is fit using all the samples except for one sam-
ple. Then, the prediction error of the fitted model is calculated
using the held-out sample. The same operation is then repeated
for each sample and the model’s performance is calculated by
the mean average squared error (MSE). Calculations were carried
out within R using the boot package (Canty and Ripley, 2017;
Davison and Hinkley, 1997).

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is used measure of the differ-
ences between values predicted by a model from Lidar and can
be expressed as:

RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn

i¼1 yi � xið Þ2
n

s
ð2Þ

where x and y are as before. Likewise Normalized RMSE (NRMSE) is
calculated by:

NRMSE ¼ RMSE
ymax � yminð Þ ð3Þ

where ymax is the maximum and ymin is the minimum field recorded
value. Values representing the Bias of the estimator can be
expressed as:

Bias ¼
P

y� xð Þ
n

ð4Þ

where x are the predicted variables, y is the field measured variables
and n is the number of samples.

3. Results

The results of the Lidar derived understorey layer heights were
assessed against plot level field recorded values, with LOOCV-MSE,
R2, RMSE, NRMSE and Bias values calculated.

3.1. Estimates of plot canopy top height and height to the living canopy

The 25 � 25 m estimates of the average canopy top height and
HTLC were assessed against field measurements for each plot loca-
tion. Estimates of canopy top height produced from the upper
extent of the fitted profile gave an R2 value of 0.90 and an RMSE
of 1.01 m. HTLC was predicted with an overall R2 value of 0.87
and an RMSE of 2.10 m (NRMSE 10.5%) and a Bias of 0.5 m. The cor-
respondence of field measurements and predicted measurements
is presented in Fig. 4. The regression line fit between field mea-
sured and LiDAR predicted HTLC was:

y ¼ 1:903þ 0:852 � x ð5Þ
where ywas the predicted field value and xwas the LiDAR predicted
value. In reference to Fig. 4, the intercept indicates overestimation
of HTLC for smaller values (<10 m), and underestimation for larger
values. LOOCV analysis for HTLC produced an MSE of 3.67, and con-
verting to RMSE gave a value of 1.9 m, indicating a prediction error
similar with the previous. For the individual study sites estimates of
HTLC were more varied shown in Table 4, where those stands com-
prised mainly of younger and less diverse height ranges at the study
site level which produced the lowest correlations.

The largest error was observed for those plots located in older
stands (e.g. Reynolds stand 4) where broadleaved understorey lay-
ers intersected with main canopy layer and in relatively young
stands (e.g. Appomattox stand 1 and Reynolds stand 1), where
dominant canopy layer heights were underestimated to zero
meters (i.e. ground).

3.2. Estimates of understorey layer percentage cover and maximum
height

Estimates of the percentage horizontal ground cover of under-
storey canopy layers was calculated from filtered and unfiltered
results and compared to field estimates. Results from the filtered
analysis is presented in Table 5, and unfiltered in Table 6.

Upon inspection, plot-level estimates for the filtered data of
understorey horizontal cover was captured relatively consistently
across all validation study sites (R2 = 0.83, RMSE = 9.8%) and was
slightly superior to the results from the unfiltered data (R2 = 0.82,
RMSE = 9.8%), summarized in Tables 5 and 6, respectively. LOOCV
analysis was performed on both unfiltered and filtered estimates
of horizontal percentage cover and produced MSE values of 92.8



Table 4
Study site and overall validation summary for HTLC estimates.

Site R2 RMSE (m) NRMSE (%) Bias (m)

Appomattox 0.64 2.24 27.3 0.71
Kennedy 0.53 1.30 19.5 0.48
Reynolds 0.90 2.49 12.4 0.35

All 0.87 2.10 10.51 0.50

Fig. 5. Plot-level comparisons of sub-dominant horizontal cover in percent for each
of the three study sites. The solid line represents the hypothetical one-to-one
relationship, and the dashed line represents the fitted linear model.
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and 86.2, or as RMSE 9.6% and 9.3%, respectively, again showing
error levels comparable to the previous. Although unfiltered data
had smaller bias values, even though RMSE was larger. The regres-
sion functions fit between field and LiDAR data are as follows:

y ¼ 1:127þ 1:138 � xunfilter ð6Þ

y ¼ 0:513þ 1:1316 � xfilter ð7Þ
where y was the predicted field value and xunfilter was the unfiltered
and xfilter is the unfiltered and filtered LiDAR predicted value,
respectively. The values in Eqs. (6) and (7) are very similar, indicat-
ing there is little difference for the horizontal component of filtered
and unfiltered data. The Lidar estimates for locations at Appomattox
containing the rainfall exclusion apparatus (plots 2 and 3 in stand 1)
also overestimated sub-dominant/understorey horizontal cover by
up to 10%. The scatter plot presented in Fig. 5 illustrates the filtered
plot level results.

Lidar derived estimates of the understorey layer maximum
height was compared to field measurements, where
Tables 5 and 6 summarize the results from the filtered and unfil-
tered data, respectively, and plot-level estimates can be seen in
Fig. 6. The results from the unfiltered data exhibits a low correla-
tion (R2 = 0.41) and a high degree of error (RMSE = 8.3 m) and lar-
ger overall Bias (�6.89). Height is overestimated by the unfiltered
data for the majority of cases. The results derived from the filtered
dataset, however, correlated well with field measurements (R2 =
0.75, RMSE = 2.9 m). The regression functions fit between field
and LiDAR data are as follows:

y ¼ 1:408� 0:5276 � xunfilter ð8Þ

y ¼ 0:8784� 0:9001 � xfilter ð9Þ
where y was the predicted field value and xunfilter was the unfiltered
and xfilter is the unfiltered and filtered LiDAR predicted value,
Table 5
Summary error statistics produced by assessing field measurements and filtered Lidar est

Study site Sub-canopy
layer cover
R2

Sub-canopy
layer cover
RMSE (%)

Sub-canopy
layer cover
NRMSE (%)

Sub-canopy
layer cover
bias (m)

Appomattox 0.831 9.950 19.9 3.31
Kennedy 0.897 6.646 13.3 3.65
Reynolds 0.800 11.711 13.0 2.06

All 0.831 9.80 10.9 2.94

Table 6
Summary error statistics produced by assessing field measurements and unfiltered Lidar e

Study site Sub-canopy
layer cover
R2

Sub-canopy
layer cover
RMSE (%)

Sub-canopy
layer cover
NRMSE (%)

Sub-canopy
layer cover
bias (m)

Appomattox 0.821 9.604 19.2 2.37
Kennedy 0.910 5.747 11.5 2.16
Reynolds 0.763 12.411 13.8 0.52

Overall 0.818 9.844 10.9 1.61
respectively. The filtered intercept value is smaller than the unfil-
tered model >0.5 m, and has a larger coefficient (near 1), indicating
the level of underestimation is lesser for filtered values (see Fig. 6).
LOOCV analysis for unfiltered and filtered data produced an MSE
value of 15.1 and 6.5, or as RMSE 3.9 and 2.5 m, respectively. Whilst
filtered LOOCV prediction error was comparable with the previous,
the unfiltered MSE value was much smaller, this anomaly we must
attribute to the lower level of correlation and heteroscedasticity, or
differences in Reynolds stands 2 and 4, visible in Fig. 6-b.

With reference to both Figs. 5 and 6, those plots with low veg-
etative coverage typically also have low heights, and vice versa.
Those plots with taller vegetation and/or cover also appears to be
subject to greater estimation error, which is most obvious in sites
within the Reynolds site stands 2 and 4. The most extreme exam-
ples is that of plot number 24 (Reynolds stand 4), where field
recorded heights are greater by up to 4 m and understorey vegeta-
tion cover was approximately 70–80%. The plot estimates exhibit-
ing this behavior corresponded to older growth stands (older than
imates.

Sub-canopy
layer max.
height R2

Sub-canopy layer
max. height RMSE
(m)

Sub-canopy layer
max. height NRMSE
(%)

Sub-canopy layer
max. height bias
(m)

0.686 2.434 36.3 �2.51
0.747 1.634 17.2 �0.54
0.795 3.389 17.8 �1.42

0.750 2.898 15.2 �1.50

stimates.

Sub-canopy
layer max.
height R2

Sub-canopy layer
max. height RMSE
(m)

Sub-canopy layer
max. height NRMSE
(%)

Sub-canopy layer
max. height bias
(m)

0.021 7.719 115.2 �6.69
0.150 6.542 68.9 �5.82
0.414 10.011 52.7 �7.94

0.411 8.338 43.9 �6.89



Fig. 6. Plot-level comparison of sub-dominant layer maximum height (m) for the
three study sites using data derived from (a) the filtered and (b) the unfiltered Lidar
data. The solid line represents the hypothetical one-to-one relationship, and the
dashed line represents the fitted linear model.
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30 years) with a well-established broadleaved mid-story layer tall
enough to intersect with the main canopy layer.

Reynolds plot numbers 19 and 20 (stand 3) also exhibited over-
estimation of understorey height by up to 2 m. These plots were
located in young and very densely planted stands. It should be
noted that conditions in plot number 17 (stand 3) were very
similar.

3.3. Mapping sub-canopy height

The following sections present the raster outputs of the of this
sub-dominant layer detection method at a 1 � 1 m spatial resolu-
tion using the filtered dataset.

3.3.1. Appomattox
A subset of the CHM and understorey layer height raster output

for the Appomattox site is presented in Fig. 7. The individual rain-
fall exclusion apparatus is visible in the North-West of the image,
however a consistent height was not achieved for the entire struc-
tures (±0.5 m from the field measurement). A photograph of this
apparatus is available in Fig. 8. The general locations of sub-
dominant or understorey layers is apparent, which corresponded
with field survey, in addition to low level vegetation existing
within canopy gaps.

3.3.2. Kennedy tree farm
A subset area of the Kennedy site is presented in Fig. 9, which

includes three site types sampled by fieldwork. The research area
in the west (with understorey control) estimate shows a sparse-
ness of understorey layer cover, which was reflected in pho-
tographed reality (see Fig. 10). The remaining understorey
between the thinned rows is evident, as are the understorey layers
with high horizontal cover within the western stand.

3.3.3. Reynolds Homestead
An example subset area is presented for the Reynolds site in

Fig. 11, which was a 35 year old stand which had been subject to
a previous research trial, which resulted in a number of square
field plot areas being cleared of understorey vegetation, many of
which are visible within the understorey image. The areas sur-
rounding the plot locations exhibited tall understorey layers and
high proportion of horizontal cover.
4. Discussion

A method for the estimation of vertical heights of the under-
storey components for multi-layered Loblolly pine forest was
developed and validated across three study site locations in the
Eastern US which incorporated various management treatments,
such as planting density and understorey vegetation control, in
addition to different age ranges. Airborne discrete-return Lidar ver-
tical profiles derived through creating height-bins using all
recorded returns for plot-level areas (25 � 25 m) and small hori-
zontal extents within (1 � 1 m) to estimate the vertical location
of the main Loblolly pine canopy and the understorey, respectively.
Plot-level estimates of the total horizontal cover and maximum
height of understorey layers corresponded well with field mea-
surements. For the former estimates of cover at the study site level
R2 varied between 0.8 and 0.9, RMSE varied from 6.6 to 11.7%
(NRMSE 13–19% & Bias 2 to 3), and for the latter R2 varied from
0.69 to 0.76, RMSE varied from 1.6 to 3.4 m (NRMSE: 17–36% &
Bias �0.5 to �2.5). The regression models fit to compare the pre-
dicted with field measured data (Eqs. (7) and (9)) generally pro-
duce models similar to the hypothetical 1:1 relationship, at least
within the scope of the current context. As horizontal cover and
height increases, however, so does uncertainty. When the relation-
ships were assessed using LOOCV the RMSE calculated were very
similar for all but one comparison, unfiltered understorey height,
which is likely due to the overall poor predictions observed for that
case. This implies that the observed correlation is similar to the
predictive accuracy for out-of-sample observations and overfitting
is minimal. This method employs the caveats that the Lidar must
penetrate the vegetated canopy and be returned in sufficient quan-
tity in order to be able to estimate the location of the required
features.

The automated retrieval of plot level estimates of the HTLC for
the coniferous areas correlated well with field datasets (R2 = 0.87
and RMSE = 2.10 m) where HTLC varied between 2 and 25 m, and
the results compare favourably with other studies. Andersen
et al. (2005), for example, produced a linear regression model
which produced RMSE values between 3.9 and 4.1 m for HTLC
between 2 and 35 m. Holmgren and Persson (2004) estimated



Fig. 7. A comparison of a Canopy height mode (CHM) (left) and understorey height map (right) for the Appomattox site. The yellow squares represent field plot locations. The
rainfall exclusion apparatus has been detected in the North-West of the image. In this example, it is clear in which areas understorey vegetation control has been applied.

Fig. 8. The rainfall exclusion apparatus beneath the tree canopy (Appomattox plot
number 3 – stand 1).
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HTLC for a coniferous dominated forest area, producing a RMSE
value of 2.82 m for forests for HTLC heights between 2 and 25 m.
The following studies utilize layer detection techniques. The previ-
ous implementation of the layer fitting approach within the cur-
rent project, was presented in Sumnall et al. (2016b) which
reported higher accuracies of RMSE between 0.84 and 1.21 m for
a HTLC range of 5–18 m. This current study however did include
a major difference, an increase in voxel vertical size, which would
indicate a limitation in prediction accuracy linked to voxel scale. It
should be noted that estimates in some of the stands within the
current study were HTLC values were low (i.e. � 3 m) were poor,
and provided HTLC values of zero (e.g. Reynolds stand 1). The
forest at Reynolds stand 1 had a relatively high LAI value (	4),
from which we can infer the vegetation density was quite high
given the low top height (	14 m). There was not enough distinc-
tion between features at this voxel resolution, which resulted in
poorer estimates.

Removing data from the analysis process, such as with the
noise filtering steps, may reduce the method ability to adequately
detect features. Employing the noise filtering steps for estimating
the understorey characteristics was necessary. Results from fil-
tered data produced higher R2 and lower error values for both
vertical and horizontal understorey metrics. The error in the
results produced for the unfiltered layers for understorey layer
heights was large, implying there were a number of isolated
‘noise’ cells which skewed the results upwards (RMSE of 8.3 m).
The filtered dataset produced better overall estimates, whilst
the estimates of horizontal cover were comparable. The remain-
der of the discussion will focus upon the results from the filtered
data.

The error observed in the heights and percentage horizontal
cover of features such as the rainfall exclusion apparatus exemplify
some of the limitations of this approach which is related to the res-
olution or size of the voxels. As observed in Fig. 10, the separation
between the bottom of the tree crowns and the test apparatus was
often small. Each of the multiple rainfall exclusion structures were
detected at the Appomattox site, however, the heights were not
uniform. Voxel heights were defined as the middle point within
the 1 m bin (e.g. the 0–1 m bin would be 0.5 m). Lidar estimates
of height values for these structures were either 0.5 m or 1.5 m,
and field recorded values were approximately 1 m (±0.25 m).
Where the return values falling either side of this were assigned
to a voxel height, thus the simplification of returns into voxels
should account for some of the disparities observed vertically
and horizontally.



Fig. 9. Raster images for the Kennedy site. A CHM (left) and a map of understorey heights (right). The yellow squares represent field plot locations. Note the area containing
15 yellow squares in the West was in a location subject to understorey vegetation control. The surrounding area was recently thinned. The two locations labeled ‘a’ and ‘b’
represent plot numbers 1 and 23, respectively. See Fig. 10 for photographs of each plot.

Fig. 10. A photograph of an area within Kennedy subject to vegetation control (left – ‘a’ in Fig. 9). An area within Kennedy not subject to vegetation control (right – ‘b’ in
Fig. 9), where a large percentage cover of broadleaved species understorey is present.
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Slightly lower error was observed in areas which generally had
a lower LAI value, which implies that the penetration of the laser
pulse at a site impacts our ability to accurately estimate its compo-
nents. Larger height estimate errors were encountered in a number
of older growth areas, such as in the Kennedy (stand 3) and Rey-
nolds study sites (stand 4), where understorey layers were higher.
LAI values were also high for these examples, suggesting a high
density of vegetation. While there is the possibility of inaccuracy
in field assessment of recording the top height of dense and closed
vegetation layers through visual means (i.e. aiming a clinometer at
the top), the inaccuracy could indicate a current limitation in the
method where overlap of dominant and understorey height layers
occurs which is not accounted for, resulting in a plot-level estimate
of HTLC which was too low. Issues relating to the sensor deign can
also be a source of error, due to limitations in the design of most
multi-return airborne Lidar systems, there is a sizable ‘blind spot’
(or dead zone) following each detected return (typically 1.2-5m)
in which no other surfaces can be detected (Reitberger et al.,
2008). A result of this would be a lower number of returns from
layers beneath the top of the canopy. Other causes such as occlu-
sion by other vegetation features should also be considered
(Harding et al., 2001). In addition to being subject to a number of
laser pulse penetration in combination with sampling limitations
(Gaveau and Hill, 2003).

At the time of writing, many of the efforts to assess understorey
layer components of the forest vertical profile have been limited to
an estimate of presence or absence, either through statistical
means or the detection of vertical gaps (Hill and Broughton,
2009; Martinuzzi et al., 2009). A number of studies exist within
the surrounding literature which estimated the vertical, horizontal
and additional attributes of the vertical layers of the forest at plot
level scales which compare favourably to the current study. One
such study is presented in Wing et al. (2012) for a study site in a
Ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa Dougl. Ex P. and C. Laws)



Fig. 11. Raster outputs for the Reynolds site (stand 4). A CHM (left) and a map of understorey heights (right). The yellow squares represent field plot locations.
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dominated forest within California, USA. The authors reported the
development of an airborne Lidar metric, understorey Lidar cover
density, created through the filtering of Lidar returns by intensity
value within a specified height range for 40.5 m2 circular plots.
The models produced though beta regression methods provided
estimates of understorey cover accuracies of ±22%, which is com-
parable to those in the current study, albeit validated for a smaller
spatial extent. Another example is presented in Morsdorf et al.
(2010) for a multi-layered forest comprising a coniferous upper
layer and broadleaved middle and shrub layers in the Bouches du
Rhône region, France. The authors classify the Lidar returns into
the three layers using height and intensity as inputs to a Gaussian
mixture model. Mid-level height bias/error was �0.53 m (0.55 m
standard deviation) and horizontal cover average error was 15%
(18% standard deviation).

The approach presented here should be broadly applicable to
commercial Loblolly pine plantation forests throughout in the
South-East of the USA for identifying and targeting potential loca-
tions of understorey. The method developed within the current
project has provided results of relatively high accuracy at small
scales for the retrieval of height and horizontal coverage of sub-
dominant vegetation layers, performing well for single and discrete
multi-layered forest plot locations, through a voxel based
approach. An area of study which has typically focused on the sta-
tistical estimation of features at the plot level which often casts
doubt on the transferability of such approaches to other locations
and datasets. The results were prone to more error in complicated
plots where understorey canopy layers overlapped with dominant
layers, which highlights the difficulty in being able to segment 3-D
point information into recognizable structures within a forest
context.

It is important to note, however, that the method developed for
the current study includes a number of caveats which will influ-
ence the transferability of the approach to other forest contexts
and Lidar acquisitions with different specifications. As a laser pulse
interacts with the canopy elements as it passes through towards
the ground, the amount of energy that penetrates further, and
which will return to the sensor, will decrease exponentially
(Chevalier et al., 2007). In essence, denser vegetative layers will
shield those layer beneath from laser energy, and in some cases
preventing any returns from below these vertical regions. As stated
above the Lidar pulse density for the current project was relatively
high due to the 50% overlap between flight lines, a lower density
acquisition may cause issues with the application of the approach
stated here. A possible solution is mentioned in the research pre-
sented by Lee and Lucas (2007) where neighbourhood functions
were applied to each of the input height-bin layers, for example
3 � 3 m, where a total of all the Lidar returns incident within those
nine voxels would replace the central voxel value. Vertical and hor-
izontal accuracies would vary as a result of this. Thus, as pulse den-
sity or canopy permeability decreases the search neighbourhood
must increase. The use of small-footprint full waveform Lidar
may also provide a potential means of increasing the number of
returns beneath the forest canopy and overcome some of the
potential limitations (Wagner et al., 2006). In the work presented
in Lindberg et al. (2012), a method is defined in which individual
small-footprint waveform Lidar pulses, could be corrected to com-
pensate for the shielding effect of higher vegetation layers on the
energy returned from lower layers based upon the Beer-Lambert
law. The adaption of such an approach could yield benefits in
future research.

In addition, the curve fitting and peak finding methods applied
within the current approach may pose an issue for its transferabil-
ity to other forest contexts, due to its development for a particular
forest structural type (i.e. plantation Loblolly pine), in particular
the bandwidth sensitivity and the voxel resolution. As noted above,
the selection of an appropriate bandwidth is critical to the detec-
tion of vegetation layers, where an inappropriate value can lead
to both omission and commission error when considering vegeta-
tion layer position estimates. Bandwidth is a function of both user
specifications and voxel resolution, which is also by extension
linked to the point density at the required scales and vertical
locations. Due to the combination of a high probability of disparate
lidar acquisition specifications for the same and different locations,
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and the effects of complex forest structures, alterations maybe
required to the approach outlined in the current study, such as
the input of locally specific voxel and curve-fitting parameters.
Future work would be required in order to test these issues in dif-
ferent contexts.

The issue of resolving overlapping vertical layers poses a chal-
lenge of how to separate closely spaced 3-D points into discrete
groups. A possible solution lies in the use of Lidar return intensity
to separate broad vegetation types (e.g. coniferous and deciduous)
or between bark and leafs, for example the research presented in
Reitberger et al. (2008), Brandtberg et al. (2003) and Morsdorf
et al. (2010) go some way to demonstrate the feasibility of such
an approach. The usage of intensity in small-footprint Lidar sys-
tems remains a contested issue due to the proprietary methods
that commercial sensors use to report return intensity which can
change in flight, making it impossible to directly compare two
returns (Lim et al., 2003a).

The products of current study offers data about the vertical and
horizontal components of vertically distributed vegetation strata.
The understorey layer information could be used for forest man-
agement applications such as fire fuel mapping, understorey
regeneration, or targeting understorey removal operations. The
discrimination of vertical layers may also be applied for wildlife
management and conservation objectives (Turner et al., 2003).
For example forest vertical components are important in assessing
habitat quality for many or forest-dwelling organisms, such as
birds and ungulates for which it provides forage and shelter
(Humphrey et al., 1999), the species composition of ground flora
(Ferris et al., 2000), and as an indicator of biodiversity (Ferris and
Humphrey, 1999).

5. Conclusion

The method outlined here demonstrates the ability of airborne
Lidar to estimate below dominant canopy vegetation presence,
maximum height and horizontal extent in an automatic manner
across a study site. The Nadaraya–Watson kernel regression, while
not the only potential technique available, has proven to be an
effective method for smoothing the vertical profile to estimate
the position of vertical layers. It was possible to validate the over-
storey HTLC and sub-dominant height and horizontal cover at the
field plot-level over three study sites. HTLC estimate accuracy pro-
duced an RMSE of 2.10 m. Estimates of horizontal layer cover var-
ied between 6.6 and 11.7% RMSE, and estimates of layer maximum
height varied between 1.6 and 3.4 m RMSE. The process even
allowed the detection of multiple artificial structures within one
of the study sites beneath the forest canopy.

The approach is dependent on the capacity of the Lidar pulses
penetrating the vegetated canopy and returning in sufficient quan-
tity from the features beneath sufficient to identify features, where
dense vegetation and overlapping vertical layers may impede its
overall accuracy. The resolution or size of the voxel which make
up the derived dataset will also have an influence upon the hori-
zontal and vertical accuracies. Small-footprint full-waveform
LiDAR data may be of great benefit for future work, which could
provide a potentially higher return density than conventional dis-
creet returns systems, in addition to potentially allowing correc-
tions for below canopy return information based on the Beer-
Lambert law (as in Lindberg et al., 2012) for the individual
waveforms.

The process was able to characterize the separation between
the main Loblolly pine canopy and the understorey in the majority
of plot locations, however issues were encountered when the
overstorey and understorey overlap, resulting in an underestima-
tion of height. The inclusion of additional Lidar metrics such as
intensity, for example, could potentially assist in identifying and
separating the vertical layer components of different broad species
groups (as in Morsdorf et al., 2010). Future work will need to focus
upon developing approaches to function in more structurally com-
plex environments.

The voxel based approach was developed for use with Loblolly
pine forest and could potentially be applied to this kind of forest
as a forest management support tool. It could also potentially be
modified to potentially provide similar results for other forest spe-
cies. The potential to characterize the three-dimensional structure
of the forest canopy and sub-canopy layers for a variety of applica-
tions over large areas to provide a realistic alternative, or supple-
ment, to deriving information for forest management, fire fuel
and ecological assessment purposes.
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